
HOW DOES GEOGRAPHY INFLUENCE PEOPLE WHERE THEY LIVE

As the previous poster pointed out, geography had a great deal to do with how certain communities developed.
Civilizations that developed in places with large, .

The boundaries of these groups constantly change. Now, there are many satellites and other above-Earth
vehicles that help geographers figure out what the surface of the planet looks like and how it is changing.
Many human geographers interested in the relationship between humans and the environment work in the
subdisciplines of cultural geography and political geography. First, they provide a series of techniques suited
to the detection of patterns and anomalies in the incidence of disease, and to their interpretation in terms of
disease-spreading and disease-causing mechanisms. Soil studies are used by a variety of professions, from
farmer s analyzing field fertility to engineer s investigating the suitability of different areas for building heavy
structures. Similar efforts for other viruses can help identify the humanâ€”environment ecosystems in which
viruses change. But ancient Greek geographers were particularly influential. Peter Rentfrow has been studying
the effects of geography on personality for at least a decade and has written about many of his findings. A
robust earth observing system that monitors key climate variables is critical to predicting future disease
outbreaks. Geographical scientists have found dramatic impacts of differentially located health care facilities,
at scales that range from the global to the local e. With climate change potentially expanding the spatial reach
of vector-borne diseases by increasing flooding, altering precipitation patterns, and raising temperatures, there
is a need for research that explores the link between climate change and such diseases. With the dawn of the
Age of Discovery, the study of geography regained popularity in Europe. Among the most important topics to
investigate are effects of time-space constraints on the use of primary health care by low-income urban
residents FIGURE 6. The map was created as part of a study examining the combined effects of spatial access
and socioeconomic factors on breast cancer diagnosis. Our surroundings are highly influential when it come to
our attitudes and behaviors. At the broadest level, geography is divided into physical geography , human
geography , geographic techniques , and regional geography. Their vocabularies differ, too. Because
environmental factors play a fundamental role in shaping human health, locational issues are of central
importance to addressing health questions. There is also much to be gained from comparative analyses of the
spatial dimensions of health care access in different parts of the world and for different types of health
challenges e. People have an easier time coming together when they understand where they have come from.
In addition, in countries with demanding climates and limited natural resources, residents display more
communal and collectivistic values compared to individuals in less harsh environments.


